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Abstract

Ground Motion

The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) accelerator has
strong precision requirements on the offset position
between the beams. Sensitive to ground motion (GM), the
beam needs to be stabilized to unprecedented
requirements. Different Beam Based Feedback (BBF)
algorithms such as Orbit Feedback (OFB) and Interaction
Point Feedback (IPFB) have been designed. This paper
focuses on the IPFB control which could be added to the
CLIC baseline. IPFB control has been tested for different
GM models in presence of noises or disturbances and it
uses digital linear control with an adaptive loop. The
simulations demonstrate that it is possible to achieve the
required performances and quantify the maximum
allowed noise level. This amount of admitted noises and
disturbances is given in terms of an equivalent
disturbance on the position of the magnet that controls the
beam offset. Due to the limited sampling frequency of the
process, the control loop is in a very small bandwidth.
The study shows that these disturbances have to be
lowered by other means in the higher frequency range.

GM is considered the main cause of luminosity loss by
dynamic imperfections because it is directly transmitted
from the ground to the magnets via their support over the
beam line and thus inevitable. Its influence has been
studied extensively [4]. Two phenomena can be
considered. On one hand, there is the Earth motion (fl<l1
Hz), due to swell, tectonic motion, atmospheric changes,
which directly affects the beam position and emittance
preservation, and on the other hand, there is cultural noise
(f >1 Hz), mostly disturbing the beam position, because of
human activities, which can drastically change from site
to site. Regarding simulations, phenomenological models
[5] of GM have been used (also described in [2]). On one
hand, model B is based on measurements performed on
the Fermilab site, and on the other hand, model B10,
identical to model B in low frequencies, yet differentiated
in high frequencies by additional peaks matching the
technical noise level measured in the LAPP (Particle
Physics Laboratory of Annecy-le-Vieux) [6] and in the
CMS hall [7].

INTRODUCTION

INTERACTION POINT FEEDBACK

One of the major challenges for CLIC [1] is to achieve
the luminosity that the experiments require.
Preserving the ultra-low emittance and position of the
beam imposes effective GM mitigation techniques [2]
such as mechanical stabilization and pulse to pulse
feedback systems. While the OFB control [3] is designed
to preserve the low emittance over the whole linac due to
a pulse-to-pulse orbit feedback correction, the IPFB
control deals with the beam position and minimizes the
beam-beam offset at the IP. Figure 1 represents the layout
of the Final Focus (FF) stabilization.

The IPFB has been designed and optimized to minimize
the beam-beam offset at the IP. It uses the deflection
angles of the colliding beams obtained with a post
collision Beam Position Monitor (BPM) to correct the
beam position with a dipole kicker. This algorithm
combines a feedback obtained after a parametric study
and an adaptive control based on the generalized leastsquare method. The whole study is detailed in [8].

Figure 1: Overall layout of the FF stabilization.
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Considering the beam repetition rate of 50 Hz, the IPFB
is efficient in a reduced bandwidth starting from very low
frequencies to about
4-5 Hz. Thus, for higher
frequencies, an additional mechanical stabilization is
necessary. In this context, the Main Linac (ML)
quadrupoles will be placed on an active stabilization
system [9] and the last quadrupoles QD0 and QF1 will be
put on a large spring-mass: the preisolator [10].
Regarding integrated simulations, a theoretical fit (see
figure 2) of the measured transfer functions of the current
design has been used. Note that the last quadrupoles can
be stabilized by adding an active stabilization (also
represented in figure 1) but the current simulation layout
is limited to the stand-alone use of the preisolator.

RESULTS
Figure 4 shows the PSD and the integrated RMS of the
offset between the beams. For each GM, 3 different
configurations have been tested;
- Beam Delivery System (BDS) only, preisolator, no IPFB

Figure 2: Transfer function
stabilization and preisolator.
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The peak around 0.2 Hz of the main linac quadrupole
stabilization (MLQS) is detrimental because of its
proximity to the micro seismic peak. This is also the case
for the peak around 80 Hz which generates high
frequency motion of the beam, where the IPFB is not able
to correct the position. An upgraded design of the MLQS
is currently under study and should limit these drawbacks.
Note that the IPFB control has been tuned according to
the MLQS and preisolator behavior to minimize the
beam-beam offset. Thus, any change of the mechanical
stabilization systems should lead to a re-optimization of
the IPFB in order to increase overall performances.

In this case, the incoming beam from the ML is
considered to be perfect. It isn't influenced by any
imperfection before the BDS. In the simulation layout,
this is equivalent to put a perfect filter instead of the
MLQS. Thus, the beam is only disturbed by the last
quadrupoles which stand on the preisolator. No IPFB
control is added.
- Full simulation, MLQS, preisolator, no IPFB
Here, the whole beam line is subject to GM.
In
comparison with the previous configuration, the MLQS
effects on the whole beam-line stabilization is pointed out
- Full simulation, MLQS, preisolator, IPFB
This configuration adds the IPFB control to the
previous simulation. This configuration is optimized to
minimize the beam offset.

Figure 3 represents a simplified model of the global
control including MLQS, preisolator, and IPFB.

Figure 3: Control scheme including MLQS, preisolator
and IPFB.
This representative model shows that the GM
disturbance along the ML (damped by the MLQS)
produces the same effect on the process as the final
doublet stabilization (via the preisolator). This shows that
ideally, the ML quadrupoles should be stabilized the same
way the final doublet is.

SIMULATION SETUP
The next simulations have been performed using
PLACET [11] and GUINEA-PIG [12]. The approach was
to progressively add the different features of PLACET
(i.e. without/with MLQS/IPFB) to understand better their
effects and interactions. For each simulation, two different
GM models (B and B10) are being used.

Figure 4: PSD and integrated RMS of the offset between
the beams at the IP for different ground motion and
configuration.
Results show that the ML amplifies the integrated RMS
(around 10 Hz) by a factor 10. We assume that this
component is due to the beam jitter and most probably to
the incoming beam motion from ML. We believe that
better results can be achieved with an upgraded design of
the MLQS [2], [9]. Based on the results obtained with
IPFB, it has been possible to reach very good beam offset
attenuation for low frequencies. The integrated
RMS(0.1Hz) is mainly due to the beam’s motion at high

frequencies (>10Hz), uncontrollable by the IPFB because
of the beam repetition rate. Limitations in feedback
control cause the IPFB to slightly amplify high frequency
offset of the beam. However, in this case, the effect is
insignificant compared to some other sources of
amplification (MLQS amplification around 80 Hz,
discrepancy between both stabilization transfer functions).
The final scope of this paper is to estimate the
performances required for the BPM and mainly to
evaluate which level of internal noise is acceptable
without decreasing too much the efficiency of the IPFB
control. The method consisted in observing the evolution
of the integrated RMS of the beam's offset with additional
noise on the measurement of the beam offset at the IP. We
assumed that the noise of the BPM (W), see fig. 3 is a
white noise. Fig. 5 shows the results obtained for both
tested GM with different level of integrated RMS of (W).

CONCLUSIONS
CLIC requires unprecedented ground motion mitigation
techniques for reaching the luminosity of 2.4e34 cm-2s-1.
In this paper, integrated simulations, including ML and
BDS, have been performed incorporating dynamic
imperfections and IPFB control which is designed to
minimize the offset between the two colliding beams.
Simulations have shown the efficiency of the IPFB for
low frequency whatever the GM model is. Furthermore, it
shows the necessity to damp the GM vibrations by using
a mechanical stabilization. The results in terms of
integrated RMS of the beam's offset highly depend on the
used GM, and on the measurement noise. The current
MLQS amplifies the GM around 80 Hz. Therefore, the
latter has to be as low as possible at high frequency, as is
the model B, and the measurement noise has to be less
than a third of the desired integrated RMS of the beam's
offset.
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